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Rebellion Defense builds software products
that turn data into mission impact.

The New Defense Digital Base
The defense industrial base has a proud legacy of building critical hardware for military forces. In an
era in which information reigns supreme, however, advanced software is the difference between
obsolescence and mission success. Rebellion was founded on the conviction that national security is a
shared responsibility, so we’re showing up to do what we know best: building software products that deliver
mission results when they matter most.
Rebellion is building the new defense digital base. Our products are leading the way for the future of
all-domain operations to bring unparalleled insights and faster decision making from headquarters to the
tactical edge. Whether countering emerging global threats from technologically savvy challengers such
as China, or securing our most critical weapons platforms, Rebellion is leading the transition of all-domain
operations into a digital world that relies on flawless software technology to remain ahead of our global
adversaries.
To achieve this audacious mission, we’ve created a company that comprises world-class technologists
who have built many of the world’s largest software platforms. Our team also includes military veterans and
national security professionals who are intimately familiar with the complexities surrounding government
technology. Rebellion embodies a new way of thinking about how software products are built and deployed
to support those responsible for the mission of national security.
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Turning data into actionable insights
The volume of national security data can be overwhelming when legacy tools, often ill-equipped to
deliver timely and relevant insights, are the first-line solutions. At Rebellion, we’re focused on engineering
powerful, automated, software solutions that apply artificial intelligence to deliver information from
complex, vast, and siloed data streams. Rebellion products are built to transform three critical national
security challenges:

Analyze

Secure

Transport

Analyze products enhance
data analysis, to include
automated processing of
imagery, text, full-motion
video, and other multimedia
sources.

Secure products protect
data security and weapons
platforms, to include network
monitoring and continuous
vulnerability assessments.

Transport products streamline
data transfer, to include
cross-domain solutions for
information sharing across
systems, networks, allies, and
classification levels.

Products that simply work
Innovation begins when tradition has failed. At Rebellion, we’re taking an unconventional approach to
defense technology by self-funding product development—our customers only pay for the value they
receive.
Exceptional products are meaningless without a commitment to relentless delivery. At Rebellion, we work
with our customers to deliver value in days, not years. Our software engineering principles are based on
continuous feature development, user-centered design, responsible applications of artificial intelligence,
and operational reliability with dedicated teams to support evolving mission needs. Rebellion customers
get well-defined, measurable outcomes from our products, enabling them to achieve mission success.
Our software-as-a-service (SaaS) model ensures customers gain immediate and measurable value on day
one and maintain continued value through iterative addition of new features.
Rebellion draws on the wide experience of Silicon Valley investors who trust in our delivery and in the
mission of strengthening national defense through modern technology. They include Eric Schmidt,
Innovation Endeavors; Ted Schlein, Kleiner Perkins; Nick Beim, Venrock; and James Murdoch, Lupa
Systems. Their combined expertise in launching world-renowned technology companies, along with the
strategic counsel of our esteemed national security advisors, further fortifies Rebellion as an enduring
partner in the emerging defense digital base.
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